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MINUTES OF MEETING 10-5-94
Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Absences:
-Excused:
Unexcused:

Darren Caudill, Betsy Herald, Eva Hutchinson,
Matt Varney and Roger Varney.
Angie Blackburn, Jason Bradt, Megan Close,
Michele Fuller, Christi Lee, Tracy McClusky
and Josh Smith.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS

President:

Mark discussed the following: the Conference on Higher
Education will vote on November 7 on the increase in
tuition (3/4 to 2 times inflation)- one major goal is
to do away with duplication. CHE strategic goals are:
quality of teaching, effectiveness, equal opportunity
for all Kentucky residents, support for the schools,
and economic development. There will be a conference
on Higher Education at the University of Louisville on
October 26th from 10-6:00 - Mark needs five congress
members to attend. Mark also discussed the goals and
quality of the Performance Base Funding.
And, he
congratulated scarlet Johnson _on becoming the MSU
Homecoming Queen for 1994!

Executive V.P.:

Roger needed a report from the committees or a set
time each one was going to meet.

V.P. for Administration:
v.P.

for Finance:

No Report.

Robin told us that there is a balance of
47019.88 in _the special Events Fund and a
balance of 3,027.01 for the Administration Fund
as of October 5, 1994.

v.P. for Publicity:
V.P. for Programming:

No Report.
Brian went over the out come for the concert
- lost around 13 to 14, 000 but this is
considered good when compared to the past thanked everyone who came. He announced KEG
weekend which is on November 4 & 5.

Old Business:

NONE

New Business:

The Student Court was sworn in as following:.
Chief Justice - Scott Mullins, Associate Justices:
Jim Williams, Jeffery Jaehnen, Linene Blanton and
Jon Fox, Attorney General - Jim Whitaker, and the
Chief Defense Council - Dawn Stream.
SGA* 10-5-94 #17
PASSED

DISCUSSION:

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Implementing telephones in Rader Hall for campus
improvement: The weight room should be opened at
12:00 on Saturdays and Sundays for the benefit of
the students who stay on weekends. Discussed KEG
weekend and if the name should change. The congress
decided the name should stay the same. There will
be a survey to fill out for the Trial Blazer
concerning the Tuesday night spot lights (due to the
low attendance) . MSU needs to look into making the
graduate degrees with more quality (compare ours to
U.K.). The safety committee needs to work on
parking. The MLA and APA were discussed and looked
down upon by the majority of the congress. The band
noise is highly disturbing residents in near by
Residence Halls, please look into putting a stop to
this. Discussed implementing an Information Tech.
Program Committee.
Campus Improvement and anyone else who would like
to participate there will be a campus-lighting walk
through with Dick Green tonight at 10:30. Heidi
announced the table top football in Alumni Tower scheduled for the 10-10, 17, 24, 31 at 8:30 p.m.
(she has posters to hang up).

Meeting adjourned at 5:45.

SGA 10-05-94*17

WHEREAS : Workshops and/or presentations are are interesting and
desired by students; and
WHEREAS: The Halloween holiday 1s upcomrng and it 1s an entertaining time of year; and
WHEREAS: Dr. Ralph Klicker is one of the nation's foremost supernatural experts and presents an excellent study of
reincarnation and the supernatural; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $ 1,700.00 for Dr. Klicker's
presentation of "Recalling Past Lives" on October 18.

PROGRAM--$1,200.00
TRAVEL----$500.00
$1 ,700.00
Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Comrnjttee

SGA SPECXAL EVENTS
October 5, 1994

I

•
$36,625.08

Balance, September 28,. 1994
Receipts:
$

780.00

9-28-94

Foxworthy #21
(C71248)

9-29-94

Foxworthy #22
(C71373)

1,142.00

9-30-94

Foxworthy #23
(C71380)

185.00

9-30-94

Foxworthy_#24
(C71499)

905.00

10-03-94

Foxworthy #25
(C71581)

642.00

10-03-94

Foxworthy #26
(C71657)

945.00

10-03-94

Foxworthy #27
(C71673)

180.00

10-04-94

Foxworthy #28
(C71672)

190.00

10-04-94

Foxworthy #29
(C71674)-Shirts

811.50

10-04-94

Foxworthy #30
(C71696)

6,130.00

10-04-94

Foxworthy #31
(C71734)

690.00

10-04-94

Foxworthy #32
(C71735)

1,735.00

Foxworthy #33
(C71782)

350.00

\

10-04-94

TOTAL RECErPTS
Balance before Expenses

14.685.50
$51,310.58

-

··Expenses:
9-29-94

MSU (V08181)
(Reimburse SAC-Spencers)

9-29-94

Pyramid Light (V08184)
1concert 10-3-94)

34.66
3,000.00
\

9-29-94

Dwayne Gillespie(V08185)
(Lights in Button)

20.00

9-29-94

Trail Blazer (V08186)
(Concert Ad)

48.00

9-29-94

Trail Blazer (V08186)
(Student court Ad)

45.00

9-29-94

Brian Hutchinson (V08187)
(Meal-Bo~ Harris Show)

14.80

9-29-94

MSU-SAC (V08188)
(Meal-Dan Horn)

13.24

9-29-94

RHA (V08233)
(Messer concert 11-2-94)

600.00

9-29-94

FCA (V08234)
(Concert 11-3-94)

200.00

NACA (V08683)
(Registration Fees)

315.00

10-04-94

TOTAL EXPENSES

S 4,290.70

Balance, octo~er 5, 1994

$47,019.88

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
October 5, 199!1
Balance, September 28, 1994
9-30-,94

Larry stepbenson-V08371
(Mileage-Pick up Ballots)

Balance, October 5 1 1994

$3,093.01
66.00 /
$3,027.01
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MINUTES OF MEETING 10-12-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:05 p.m.
Absences:

Excused:
Unexcused:

Tim Gilliam, Brent Hutchinson, Inas Ibrahim,
Scarlett Johnson and Rebecca Stone.
Jason Bradt, Megan Close, Corey Curry,
Jennifer Drake, Tracy McClusky, Dewayn
Maynhier and Matt Varney.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

Mark discussed the following issues: The Conference of
Higher Education• s statewide strategic plan for 1996·· l001,
and the Performance Base Funding will be open for
discussion on ,October 18 at 6:00 in the Crager Room
(for students to ask questions and state their
opinions).
Baskin Robins, Chick Filet and Dunkin
Donuts will be opening soon.
Waterfield will be
renovating soon to make the bottom half into conference
rooms and the top half into private rooms for any
students in the winter time needing accommodations due
to bad weather at a rate of eight dollars per night.
Mark also discussed the Consumer Price Index.

Executive V.P.:

Roger asked for the committee reports, for each
congress member to visit two organizations and for
the typed list of the committees.

V.P. for Administration:

No Report.

V,P. for Finance: •No Report.

-- -,

l.

Holly passed out posters to the publicity
committee members and to the Residence Hall
representatives to be distributed throughout
the campus.

V.P.

for Publicity:

V.P.

for .Programming:•

Brian informed us of the
Dwayne Messer who will be
MSU on November· 2. · Also,
Dr. Ralph Flicker will be

country singer,
preforming for
on October 18,
coming to MSU.

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution.

Old Business:

None

New Business:

SGA* 10-12-94
PASSED
SGA* 10-12-94
PASSED
SGA* 10-12-94
PASSED
SGA* 10-12-94

#18 (Laughlin Weight Room - $5,~00)
#19 (MSU Recycling bins - $2,300)
#20 (Darryl Van Leer - $3,500)
#21 (Rick Kelley - Holiday Party $550)

PASSED
The congress members that will attend the statewide
conference at the University of Louisville are as
following:
Corey Curry,
Mike Esposito,
Angie
Blackburn and Mark Anderson, AAibf{;/Sj$,~
DISCUSSION:

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Mike Esposito discussed having a ribbon cutting
ceremony for the opening of Baskin -Robins for the
congress to attend and for everyone to receive free
ice cream.
Jeff Eaglin discussed the changing
(revising) of the MSU diploma. Shawn McHolland and
Jeff will be looking further into this. Mark needs
a student to serve as the clerk of court on the
Student Court.
The Campus Improvement Cormnittee will be meeting on
October 16 at 7: 00 at the BSU. The Special Funding
Cormnittee will be meeting on October 17 at 6:00 in
the SGA office. The Senior of Month Cormnittee will
meet directly after the meeting.
Table Top
Football will be played in the Alumni Tower again
this Monday.

Meeting adjourned at 5:40 p.m.

SGA*lD-12-94 ~18

WHEREAS:

The SGA is committed to assisting in provision of
activities for students, and

WHEREAS:

The weight room in the Laughlin Health Building is
accessible to use by llll. students on campus, and

WHEREAS:

The weight room is in need of repairs and
improvements, therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:

That SGA allot to the Weight Room Committee
the amount of $5,000.00 for this project.

Respectfully Submitted,

The.Special Funding Committee

✓

r

SGA*l0-12-94 #19

WHEREAS:

The SGA is always looking for ways to take part
in campus projects concerning environmental
awareness and service to the students, and

WHEREAS:

MSU Recycling is responsible for disposal of all
recycable materials on campus, therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:
(

That SGA allot $2,300.00 to MSU Recycling
for the purchase of new recycling bins.

Respectfully Sub~itte~.-

SGA 10-12-94*20
WHEREAS: The SGA is continually trying to diversify student activities; and

•

WHEREAS: February is National Black History Month and MSU does
celebrate this historic event; then
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA allot up to $3,500.00 for Darryl Van
Leer's performance of "From the Gallows to the
Gavel," involving former slave Nat Turner to past
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, on Feb. 14.
PROGRAM---$3,000.00
EXPENSES------$500.00

------------------~3,500.00

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

SGA 10-12-94*2.l
WHEREAS: The SGA is continually trying to diversify student activities; and

•·

WHEREAS: The SGA supports the Student Holiday Party that is to be
held on Saturday December 10; then
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA share expenses with SAC and allot up to
$550.00 for Rick Kelley, a Motown-influenced singer,
songwriter, and keyboardist.
·

SGA---$550.00
SAC---$550.09

----------------

TOTAL---$1, 100.00

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

SGA*10-13-93*10

Whereas:

SGA salutes retired University Faculty and Staff and

Whereas:

It is good public relations to show support of these individuals
thereby

d

$ftS()-1\~(-=-i1
Be It Proposed: SGA provide eligible retirees student rates at al!i\campus
events.

Respectfully Submitted,

Public Relations Committee

1
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October 17, 1994

Dear Student Organization,
Because October is a fairly slow month as far as actiuites go, this letter
will be short, sweet and to the point. Here's a list of euents for the neHt
couple of weeks .•••
Oct. 17

NFL Tabletop Football. Rlumni Tower 8:30PM

Oct. 18

Or. Ralph Klicker. Button Ruditorium 9:15PM

Oct. 22

MSU us Rustin Peay. Rway 4PM

Oct. 24

NFL TableTop Football. Rlumni Tower 8:30PM

Oct. 29

MSU us UR Birmingham. Jayne Stadium 1:3DPM

Nou. 4-5 -- K.E.6. Weekend. Campus TBR
Nou. 5 -- MSU us Murray. Jayne Stadium 1:3DPM
Nou 7-11

-- Pre-Registration Week

If you're wondering who Or. Klicker is and what he does, he specializes in
recalling past liues and eHplaining supernatural phenomenons., This
should be a really interesting program so we encourage you and all your
members to attend!
Riso, I'll be sending you a schedule of euents for K.E.6. weekend as soon
as it is auailable to me.
Remember, if you haue any questions, comments, or concerns, please feel
free to drop by my office or giue me a call.
'
Sincerely,

.Jf~

Uice President for Publicity
hms

MSU Is on offlrmotlve octlon equol opportunity educotlonol Institution.

606-783-2298
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MINUTES OF MEETING 10-19-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Al:lsences:

Excused:

Darran Caudill, Inas Ibrahim, Debra Parsons,
Sarah Ratliff and Steve Stewart.
Malcolm Mccloskey, Kristen Sergeant and Josh
Smith.

Unexcused:

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

Dr. Eaglin will be attending our November 2 meeting.
Mark needs an example of the new MSU diploma in the
next three weeks. The Wellness Center is delayed until
December. Mark needs a person to serve on the
University Planning Committee. According to the
chronicle on Higher Education - MSU received an
increase of 6% in state appropriations. Mark also
informed us that we live in an area where the percapita income is 25% less than the state median.

Executive V.P.:

Roger informed the congress that on October 26 Mr.
Blevins will be speaking with us.

V.P. for Administration:
V.P. for Finance:

No Report.

Holly reported that there is a balance of
$40,734.44 in the Special Events Fund and a
balance of $3,027.01 in the Administrative Fund
as of October 19, 1994.

V.P. for Publicity:

V.P. for Programming:

Holly passed out the 1994-1995 S.G.A.
brochures to the Residence Hall
Representatives to be distributed to each
Residence Hall.
Brian announced the NACA Convention will be
held on October 26 - 30. Also, that K.E.G.
weekend is in the works.

Old Business:

NONE

New Business:

SGA*10-19-94 #22 (BSU - $3,000)

MSU Is on cffirmcllve action equal opportunity educctloncl lnsHtutlon.

PASSED
SGA*l0-19-94
PASSED
SGA*l0-19-94
PASSED
SGA*l0-19-94
PASSED
SGA*l0-19-94
PASSED

#23 (Executlve attendance policy)
#24

•

#25
#26 (Recreational Tournament - $4,700)

Removal of Jason Bradt from congress (due to
not following the attendance policy) - PASSED.
Heidi talked about having a week before finals
called "Dead Week" where teachers can not give any.
exams during this week before final exam week.
Roger proposed to have a State Legislative Reception
on October 27 for the candidates for the November 8
election. Roger will need $400.00 to sponsor this
reception. There will be a new committee set up for
the information technology system.
· DISCUSSION:

The incident that occurred in Cartmell with the
unknown man who found his way into the women's
bathroom was discussed by four concerned residents.
Mike Giles, the RHA President will be looking into ·
this to try and get the lock on the basement door
fixed and maybe even establish some new locks put on
the bathroom doors. The pep-holes will be put in over
Christmas break. The car alarms on campus are very
annoying. Also, the heat is to high in some of the
residence halls maybe we could ask for window screens
to be put in so one can open their window without
letting nature in.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

This Monday night in Alumni Tower the Table-TopFootball will be on again. Campus Improvement will
meet on Sunday at 7:00 at the BSU. Food Service
and the LAC Committees will meet directly after the
SGA meeting. The Publicity Committee will be
meeting Tuesday night at 8: 00 in Thompson Hall. If
you are interested in being part of the Computer
Informational Committee let Mike Esposito know.
Larry informed us of a new one-card-I.D. system
that MSU is looking into for students ..

Meeting adjourned at 5:50 p.m.

r

•

WHEREAS:

The SGA is committed to assisting in provision
of various activities for s.tudent 's
entertainment, and

WHEREAS:

The Baptist Student Union is also an
organizatiofr~evoted to the service of the
students,and

WHEREAS:

the Back-to-School Bash which is sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union is open to all
students at no charge, therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:

That SGA allot the amount ofG3, 000. ~-:;:)
the Baptist Student Union to assist in
funding the Back-to-School Bash.
Respectfully Submitted,
The Special Funding Committee

..

SGA*l0-19-94 #23

WHEREAS:

The SGA is responsible to serve the students, and

WHEREAS:

The only way to serve the students is by attending the
congress meetings, ~nd

WHEREAS:

The executive officers should set the example for attendE!'g_ce
at congress meetings, therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:

That the SGA endorse a policy that says executive
officers can only miss two unexcused congress meetings
before disipilnary action is taken.

2 XecuT,ve

Co,..,,-,,'llee...-

•

SGA*10~19-94 #2q
·,

WHEREAS: The SGA is always trying to improve and diversify student
activities; and
WHEREAS: The Student Gala will take place on April 21 from 8-12 p.m.;
and
WHEREAS: 1964, A Beatles Tribute is available for an exclusive
performance at the Gala; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA allot up to $5,000.00 for their tremendous
performance at this time.
1964--$3,500.00
Lights, sound, etc.-1,500.00
$5,000.00

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

SGA*10~19-94 #25
WHEREAS: The SGA is always trying to improve and diversify student
activities; and
WHEREAS: Barry Drake is one of the top campus performers on tour
today; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA allot up to $1,650.00 fo . is-- resentation
of "The History of Rock and Roll" o A 1 18.

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

SGA* 10-19-94 926

· __,/

WHEREAS:

•
The ACU-I, Region 5 Recreational Tournament will be, held
at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville, Tennessee,
on February 24-26, 1995, and

WHEREAS:

MSU has won this tournament three of the past six years,
and

WHEREAS:

The number of students (up to 50) to represent MSU in
this tournament has resulted in the total estimated
maximum expenses for this trip as follows:
Bus and Driver Expenses
Lodging Expenses
Tournament Fees

$1,525.00
1, 600·. 00
1,575.00

Total Estimated Expenses

$4.700.00

That the SGA allot up to $4,700.00 to sponsor up
to 50 students' participation in this tournament.

BE IT PROPOSED:

Respectfully Submitted,
Executive Committee

SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
October 19, 19~4

•
$47,019.88

Balance, Octobers, 1994

Deposits:
10/05/94
10/06/94
10/06/94
10/06/94
10/07/94

71843
71941
71942
71943
72137

Foxworthy
Foxworthy
Foxworthy
Foxworthy
Foxworthy

#34
#35
#36
#37
#38

$

120.00
320.00
120.00
220.00
410.00
1,190.00

TOTAL DEPOSITS

$48,209.88

Balance before Expenses

Expenses:
$1,150.57

10/05/94

concert Workers
(8745-62 & 8771-75)

10/05/94

Sigma Pi (8763)
(Ushers-Foxworthy)

10/05/94

SAE (8764)
(Security-Foxworthy)

400.00

10/05/94

Bowling Club (8765)
(Workers-Foxworthy)

400.00

10/05/94

Harp Enterprises (8766)
(Homecom~ng Ballots)

575.90

10/05/94

Trophy Works (8767)
(Homecoming Queen Bowl)

39.99

10/06/94

IATSE Local 346 (8956)
(Riggers-Foxworthy)

924.48

10/10/94

WDHR (9413)
(Radio Ads-Foxworthy)

220.00

10/10/94

WMST (9414)
(Radio Ads-Foxworthy)

126.00

10/10/94 . WLKS (9415) ·
(Radio Ads-Foxworthy)

400.00

10/10/94

305.60

Big Valu East (9420)
(Supplies-Foxworthy)

400.00

10/10/94

Rob Beighle (9421)
(Concert Worker-Foxworthy)

12.75

10/10/94

Sue M. Townsend
(Mileage-Concert Tickets)

48.40

10/10/94

Susette Redwine
(Mileage-Concert Tickets)

30.80

10/10/94

WFTM (9424)
(Radio Ads-Foxworthy)

10/10/94

Imperial Cleaners (9425)
(Laundry of Shirts)

10/17/94

Stacy Ford (10594)
(NACA Funds)

219.00

10/17/94

Brian Hutchinson (10597)
(NACA Funds)

383.00

10/17/94

Thanos Institute (10602)
(Ralph Klicker)

1,625.00

•

164.50
49.45

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ 7,475.44

Balance, October 19, 1994

$40,734.44

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
•
October 19, 1994
Ba1ance, October 5, 1994

$3,027.01

Ba1ance, October 19, 1994

$3,027.01
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S.G.A.
MINUTES OF MEETING 10-26-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:02 p.m.
Absences:

Excused:
Unexcused:

Don Burke Stacy Ford, Kyle Howard, Brian
Hutchinson, Heidi Mann and Beth Whitney.
Shawn McHolland and Randy Watkins.

Agenda was suspended for our guest speakers who were:
and Dr. Walter Blevins.

Sarah Combs

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS

President:

Mark informed the congress about the University of
Kentucky's SGA President, T .A. Jones, resigned from his
office and the Vice President will take over.
Mark
talked to Mr. Mike Mincey about the situation in
Cartmell and found out that there will be a police
cadet on duty in Cartmell.
Dr. Eaglin will be
attending our next SGA meeting - November 2nd. Senator
Bob Dole recently stopped a bill that would have
drastically increased the amount of federal aid that
minority medical students could receive. On November
the 7 & 8 SAC will be sponsoring a co-ed volleyball
tournament. The fee is five dollars per team.
K. E.G. Weekend will be held on November 4 & 5 .
The
executive committee as a whole encourages each and
every congress member to please attend. Also we need
people to work at the various activities throughout the
weekend.
'

Executive V.P.:

Roger needs all committee heads to turn in a
report after the meeting. Also, Roger passed
around the sign up sheet for each member of
congress to visit two organizations.

V.P. for Administration:
V.P. for Fiance:

No Report.

Robin reported that there is a balance of
$3 .-21()68. 39 in the Special Events Fund and a
balance of $2,138.93 in the Administrative Fund
as of October 26, 1994.

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational instiMlon.

I

V.P. for Publicity:

V.P. for Programming:

Holly passed out K,.E.G. Weekend posters and
Dwayne Messer posters to be distributed across.
campus.
·
No Report.

Old Business:

NONE.

New Business:

The motion to ratify Huey Stevens as our new
Business Representative was passed by congress.
SGA*l0-26-94 #27 (Dave Coleman - $650.00)
PASSED
SGA*l0-26-94 #28 (Todd Glass - $2,000.00)
PASSED
SGA*l0-26-94 #29 (MSU Trumpet Guild - $500.00)
PASSED
The motion to pass the Guidelines for the Special
Funding Committee was approved.

DISCUSSION:

Cartmell residents talked about some how getting
better lighting on campus. Especially down by freshman
parking for safety reasons - Campus Improvement will
work on this. Mike Giles informed us that there were
new doors put in the basement of Cartmell and that the
R.A.'s now are to go on a second round every night to
make sure everything is secure.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Inas suggested that there be a special bus shuttle
provided on campus to take students out to the Food
Lion shopping center (because some students do not
have a car here on campus). Look in to having all
the female Residence Halls having trick or treat
for Halloween on Monday· night. The Special Funding
Committee needs to stay after the meeting. Theta
Chi and Delta Zeta's are having a Haunted House in
Button (8:00
12:00).
The Athletic Support
Committee needs to meet with Corey Curry.
Next
football game in this Satu~day at 1:30 - come out
and support the Eagles! All Hall Presidents need
to meet directly after the meeting. On November 18
at 3: 00 the Food Service Committee will meet in
ADUC - Main Street - anyone can attend.

Meeting adjourned at 5:50 p.m.

SGA 10-26-94*27
WHEREAS: MSU has always promoted Sexual Awareness Week and the $GA.
is a supporter of it; and
WHEREAS: Dave Coleman presents a nationally-known workshop entitled
Creative Dating and he is available on February 7 at 7:00 pm
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA allot up to $650.00 for his workshop on the
seventh of f ebruary which falls under Sexual Awareness
Week, February 6-10.

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

I

SGA 10-26-94*28
•

WHEREAS: Comedy is the most preferred form of entertainment by
students on this campus; and
WHEREAS: Todd Glass is available to MSU·on Tuesday, February 28 ?t
9:15 pm; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA allot up
to $2,000.00 for his performance
..,_on February 28 with the understanding from his agent
that this p·rice could likely be less with more routing
in this area.
Glass---$1,500.00
Travel--$ 500.00

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

GUIDELINES FOR SPECIAL FUNDING COMMITTEE
PASSED IN COMMITTEE ON SEPTEMBER 25, 1994
1.

The purpose of the Special Funding Committee is to review
all funding application requests for the Student
Government Association. Therefore, organizations outside
of SGA must submit their funding application to the
Special Funding Committee.

2.

We as a committee must have a predisposition to vote down
everything and it must be very serious and beneficial if
we vote it through. We as a committee must view
everything.critically. If, by chance, a Congressperson
outside of this committee brings up the proposal in new
business, every committee member should express their
reasons for disapproval in committee.

3.

Funds approved by SGA are to be used for the specific
event requested. Failure to do so may result in
forfeiture of funds allotted if an investigation by
members of SGA determines that funds were misused by the
requesting organization.

4.

SGA will fund no more than 50% of the total cost of a
proposed funding request.
The funding request is to be
itemized on the application.

5.

Those organizations with their own budgets requesting
money for attending a local, regional, or national
convention/conference/tournament will be provided for 1/2
of the costs of transportation only.

6.

Funding must benefit the whole campus. That must be shown
by the organization. "Benefitting" shall consist of more
than MSU representation at an event. It must have some
impact on the students at large, be it entertainment or
education.

7.

Organizations must show a genuine need for the funds.
They must have raised, or be in the process of raising,
upwards of half of the total cost of the request. Their
half, or more, must already be raised when they come to
SGA. SGA should be used to supplement the amount of money
to fund an activity, not to subsidize it completely.

8.

Persons explaining or presenting their proposals will be
asked to leave when debate between committee members
begin. We as a committee will contact them with a
decision.

9.

Any person on the Special Funding Committee who is a
member or has connections to an organization requesting
funds should not have a vote.

10. Those organizations who have traditionally recieved money
from SGA are not neccessarily guaranteed any allotment
the following year.
11. The Special Funding Committee will only review requests
from student organizations which are recognized by the

I

University.
12. Applications for funding from SGA should be turned in to
the SGA office at least two weeks prior to the date the
funds are needed.

'

. ••
•

SGA*l0-26-94 #2,

WHEREAS:

WHEREAS:

BE IT PROPOSED:

The SGA is committed to assisting in provision
of activities for students, and
The MSU Trump.et Guild is sponsoring an
event which is both educational and
entertaining that will be open to all students
at no charge, therefore

That SGA allot up to $500.00 to the MSU
Trumpet Guild to assist in bringing guest
trumpet artist Micheal Doran for an
afternoon clinic.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Special Funding Committee

..
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SGA SPECIAL EVENTS FUND
October 26, 1994
$40,734.44

Balance, October 19, 1994

10/20/94

MSU (l.l.075)

1.0/20/94

MSU (l.l.076)

1.0/24/94

PFM (11.237)

1.0/24/94

Holiday Inn (1.1.258)

10/24/94

Dancing .Bear (1.1.264)
\:>Ml ,-1,,._..,
Intermtn. Bdcast. (l.l.265)

10/24/94

$5,000.00

(Weight Room)
2,300.00

(Recycling Bins)

:fi,,e-,?<;," µ

;z./l' i::.-, 0

TOTAL EXPENSES
Balance, October 26, 1994

953.24
60.64
221.l.7
1.31.. oo
8,666.05
$3,2068.39

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
October 26, 19t4

$ 3,027.01

Balance, October 19, 1994
Expenses:

10/19/94

Printing (14751)
(Envelopes)

59.20

10/19/94

Univ. _store (14741)
(Supplies)

55.84 ,/

10/20/94

MSU (V11077)
(Exec. Officers
Scholarships-6@$100)

Balance, October 26, 1994

..

I

Motor Pool (32995)

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

173.04

10/19/94

/

600.00/

888.08

$ 2,138.93

Morehead State University

Student
Government
·Association
• UPO Box 1331
•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689

•

606-783-2298

S.G.A.
MINUTES OF MEETING 11-2-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Absences:

Excused:
Unexcused:

Corey Curry, Jeremy Cox, Betsy Herald, Sarah
Ratliff and Rebecca Stone.
NONE!!!

The agenda was suspended for our special guest speaker who was
Dr. Ronald Eaglin, the MSU President.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

Mark talked about reducing the work load on our
teachers at off campus sites. This may allow more
electives to be offered in areas where teachers must go
off campus. Mark will be meeting with Dr. Philley
about the revision of the diploma some time in the next
week. Who's Who among Students in American
Universities sign ups are due by November 11. Mark
also informed us of the football game on Saturday and
that Dewayne Messer was performing tonight.

Executive V.P.:

Roger needs all committee heads to turn in
and asked if anyone had a report to give
congress. Roger reminded us about K. E.G.
which is this weekend. Also, to support
Russians who were coming in to dance.

V.P~ for Administration:

V. P. .for Finance:

reports
to
weekend
the

Trisha informed the congress about her
attendance at the Wellness sub-committee
meeting on last Monday. She is on the
Student Health sub-committee. Trisha
asked congress to inform her of any
concerns or questions to take back to the
next meeting. She also strongly
encouraged everyone to attend our last
home MSU football game this Saturday at
1:30.

Robin reported that there is a balance of
$23,374.99 in the Special Events Fund and a
balance of $32,243.39 in the Administrative Fund

;;J. l3'6

.~I

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution.

as of
V.P. for Publicity:

V.P. for Programming:

November 2, 1994.
'

Holly reminded everyone about K.E.G. weekend
and that her and her committee are preparing
for the Student Holiday Party.
Brian talked about all the different events
going on during Keep Eagles Going Weekend
and passed out a potential schedule of
exciting events for next semester.

Old Business:

NONE.

New Business:

SGA*ll-2-94 ·#30 (Speech Team - $1,250.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-2-94 #31 (Soccer Club - $3,000)
PASSED
SGA*ll-2-94 #32 (Dead Week)
PASSED
('{I, {!, '
The Legislative Action Committee Head, M±ke Giles,
proposed a proposal for the impeachment of Vice
President of Publicity, Holly SloneA~ read all
the accusations against Holly, she then responded,
and congress discussed the matter. After much
discussion a secret ballot vote was taken on whether
or not Holly should be taken to trial. It takes
over half of congress to vote yes for the proposal
to pass. The proposal did pass and the trial will be
held on November 16 at regular meeting time which is
5:00 in the Riggle Room.

,

DISCUSSION:

NONE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:· The Food Service Committee will meet on November 18

and if anyone is interested in serving on the
Informational Technology Committee just let
Mike Esposito know. Don't forget K.E.G. weekend is
this weekend!
Meeting adjourned at 7:00 p.m.

■

• •

..

SGA*ll-02-94# 30

WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association provides
assistance to student groups such as the MSU
Speech Team, and

WHEREAS:

The MSU Speech Team has acquired the funds
needed for travel to competitions and still are
in need of additional funding for current books
and literature used in these competitions,
therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:

That SGA allot up to $1,250.00 to
purchase this equipment.

Respectfully Submitted,

The Special Funding Committee

••

..
SGA*ll-O2-9411 31

WHEREAS:

One of the responsibilities of the SGA is to
promote student interest and support of MSU
athletic groups, and

WHEREAS:

The MSU Men·s Soccer Club is in the process of
trying to become an organized MSU team sport;
therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:

That SGA allot up to $3,000.00 to the
Men·s Soccer Club to purchase much needed
equipment for continued competition.

Respectfully Submitted,

The Special Funding Committee

SGA 11-02-94* 32
-

Whereas: MSU is much like any other institution of higher learning;.
and
Whereas: The week before finals is stressful to both students and
faculty; and
Whereas: Most schools· have a "Dead Week" which would not allow
faculty to test or make major assignments during the week
before finals; therefore

~ S611

Be It Proposed: That ta.is '
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s.ena.te--4ae instoali a "Dead ~eek" for students

beginning in the 1995-1996 school year~p

Respectfully submitted,
The Executive Committee

..
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SG1CADMINISTRATIVE FUND
~-- November 2 1 1994
Balance, October 26, 1994

$2,138.93

NO CHANGE
Balance, November 2, 1994

$2,138.93,

SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
November 2, 1994
Balance, October 26, 1994

$32,068.39

Deposits:
10/26/94

Ticket Sales #32961
(IA from Mr. Kappes)

175.00

Balance before Expenses

$32,243.39

Expenses:
10/26/94

MSU-Guest Rooms 16573
(8 Programs)

10/26/94

MSU-Guest Rooms 20624
(Ralph Klicker)

20.00

10/26/94

Hsu-concessions 05927
(Foxworthy concert)

169.90

10/26/94

MSU-Univ. store 11101
(Supplies)

56.16

10/26/94

HSU-Printing 13966
(Constitution)

45.00

10/26/94

HSU-Printing 14733
(Homecoming Poster)

10/26/94

HSU-Printing 14735
(Foxworthy Poster)

56.85

10/26/94

HSU-Printing 14760
(Welcome Week Schedule)

54.00

10/27/94

MSU - V11530
(Weight Room)

10/27/94

Dwayne Gillespie-V11534
(Lights BA-2 Shows)

10/27/94. · BSU - V1153~
(Back-School Bash)
10/31/94

MSU Trumpet Guild-V11865
(Michael Doran)

$

140.00

106.49

4,700.00
20.00
3,000.00
500.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

S 8,868.40

Balance, November 2, 1994

$23,374.99

Morehead State University

Student
Government
Association
• UPO Box 1331
•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689

•

606-783-2298

S.G.A.
MINUTES OF MEETING 11-9-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Absences:

Excused:
Unexcused:

Scarlett .Johnson, Christi Lee, Debra Parsons,
Megan Close and Huey Stevens.
NONE!!!!!!!!!!!

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

Mark discussed the increase on tuition which was fifty
dollars - 6.3% increase. Inflation last year was 2.9%.
He also expressed his disappointment with the Council
on Higher Education, due to the fact that there were
three proposals brought to the floor that concerned
college students. These proposals did not even get a
second so they could not be discussed.
They were
all just dropped. Mark announced that the library will
be receiving a new computer system next fall which will
make ERIC and PERIODICAL ABSTRACT available campus
wide. Also, there will be a meeting at 8:00 a.m. next
Wednesday in Alley Young (room 319) to further discuss
the revision of the MSU diplomas. Renovation of Lappin
Hall will go into affect in 1995/96 and will cost
approximately $6,850,000. To end on a good note Mark
added that universities will receive a 3% increase in
their operating budget in 94/95 and a 4% increase in
95/96!

Executive V.P.:

Roger discussed the plan for a campus walk through
for better lighting (promote safety). He asked
for committee reports and reported that the
Russian dancers did an excellent job and that the
Crager Room was packed.

V.P. fo~ Administration:
V.P. for Finance:

No Report.

Robin reported that there is a balance of
$2,138.91 in the Administrative Fund and a
balance of $22, 652.24 in the Special Events
Fund as of November 9, 1994.

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution.

V.P. for Publicity:

V.P. for Programming:

Holly passed out posters for the ACUI
tournament to be distributed throughout
campus.
Brian reported on how well K.E.G. weekend
worked out (the Sumo wrestling was the
best!!). He also had an open discussion
about different spring concerts we could
sponsor.

Old Business:

NONE.

New Business:

A proposal was brought up on the floor to dismiss
the impeachment trial proceedings held against the
Vice President of Publicity, Holly Slone.
This
proposal was seconded, discussed and voted on by
secret ballot.
The proposal to cancel the
impeachment trail was passed. (The executive board
must put in their hours between 7:00am to 6:00pm.)
SGA*ll-9-94 #33 (NACA -need one congress member to
attend along with the V.P. for Programming
$2,925.00) - this proposal was tabled till next
meeting.
SGA*ll-9-94 #34 (Black Student Coalition - $1,500)
PASSED
SGA*ll-9-94 #35 (Catholic Center Conference-$620. 00)
·FAILED
Proposal number 33 which referred to nominating one
congress member to attend the NACA with the V.P. for
Programming was brought back onto the floor and
nominations were as following:
Darren Caudill,
Corey Curry, Stacy Ford, Heidi Mann and Holly Slone.
A secret bal.lot vote was taken by congress and the
results were ..... Corey Curry will represent us at
the NACA along with Brian Hutchinson.

DISCUSSION:

There will be a meeting with Dr. Philley next Tuesday
at 10:30 a.m. to discuss the plan for "Dead Week"
(anyone is more than welcome to attend with Heidi
Mann) . Heidi also reported that the turn out from SGA
members at the KEG weekend events was rather poor and
encouraged everyone to get more involved - also there
are plenty of KEG weekend T-shirts left so buy them!
Holly Slone strongly encouraged people to come to her
with·any concerns, questions or problems they have
with the work being done by her and the publicity as
a whole. Brian (programming) discussed the possible
concerts for the spring semester.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

\

Shawn McHolland recognized and congratulated the
outstanding greek members who attended the AllGreek Conference at Purdue University the previous
weekend.
Heidi Mann passed out posters to be
distributed across campus. The Chi Omega Follies
will be held on November 15 at 7: 00 in Button
Auditorium - the tickets are $1 a piece and will be
sold in ADUC Monday and Tuesday or you may purchase
one at the door. Baskin Robins will be opening
this Monday and the ribbon cutting ceremony will be
held at 10:00 that morning. Anyone is welcome and
free ice cream will be available.

Meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m.

'

I

SGA 11-09-94*33
WHEREAS: The National Association for Campus Activities, NACA·,
is held each year to introduce to students available
entertainment; and
WHEREAS: It is important to send at least two people from the
Student Government Association to view as many acts
as possible; and
WHEREAS: The conference will be held from February 15-19, 1995
in Anaheim, California; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $2,925.00 to send two
members from SGA: the VP for Programming and
one selected member from Congress.

Airfare------$846.00
Registration--615.00
Meals---------354.00
Rooms---------870.00
Misc.---------150.00
Respectfully submitted,
The Executive Committee

SGA 11-09-94

*

34 •

Whereas:

One of the responsibilities of SGA is to provide
support for projects that will further academic
assistance at this university, and

Whereas:

The Black Student Coalition is sponsoring a
Scholarship Formal to be held on December 2, 1994,
therefore

Be It Proposed:

That SGA allot up to $1,500.00 to the Black
Student Coalition to assist in funding the
event.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Special Funding·Committee
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SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
November 9, 19~4
Balance, November 2, 1994

$2,138.91

NO CHANGE
Balance, November 9, 1994

$2,138.91

SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
November 9, 1994
Balance, November 2, 1994

$23,374.99

Expenses:
11-03-94

Intermtn. Broadcast (V12303)
(Radio Ads - Foxworthy)

11-07-94

creative Touch (V12654)
(Mums for HC Queen court)

105.00

11-07-94

Tri State Visual (V12660)
(Poster Printer Paper)

554.75

TOTAL EXPENSES
Balance, November 9, 1994

$ 63.00

722.75
$22,652.24

•

SGA*11-10-93*14
WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association represents the students
of Morehead State, and

WHEREAS: SGA feels it necessary to send sympathy cards to the parents
of students who have passed away while attending MSU,
therefore,
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $5.00 for the purchase of
sympathy cards.

To:
Originally from:
Forwarded from:
Subject:
Date:
Time:

Larry Stephenson
student Activities
UPO 797
Larry Stephenson
Gene Caudill
BIKE RACKS
11/16/94
09:35 am

GENE,

THANKS FOR THE BIKE RACK AT MCCLURE POOL. LAST WEEK AT THE
SGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING A CONCERN WAS EXPRESSED FOR MORE BIKE
RACKS. IT WAS INDICATED THAT MANY(???) STUDENTS ARE RIDING BIKES AND
NEED RACKS AS FOLLOWS:
2 RACKS MALL BETWEEN COMBS AND LAPPIN
1 RACK (ADDITIONAL) AT ADUC PATIO
11/15/94
PLEASE ADVISE ME IF THIS REQUEST CAN BE FILLED.
lARRY

**************************************************************************
Forwarding Comments by Gene Caudill at 09:35am on 11/16/94

**************************************************************************
LARRY,

WE WILL CHECK TO SEE IF WE HAVE THREE MORE RACKS,IF SO,WE WILL INSTALL.I
WILL LET YOU KNOW.

Student
Government
Association
Morehead State University

•

UPO Box 1331

•

Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689

•

606-783-2298

S.G.A.
MINUTES OF MEETING 11-16-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Absences:

Excused:
Unexcused:

Angie Blackburn.
Kyle Howard, Inas Ibrahim and Natile Woods.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

Mark announced that there will be a Diploma meeting
next Tuesday at 8: 00 a.m. to discuss the revisions. On
November 22 night classes are canceled.
Congratulations to the Sigma Nu's for placing first
place in the 1994 Chi Omega Follies.

Executive V.P.:

Roger informed all the committee chairman that if
they did not turn in a committee report as soon as
possible then he must appoint a new chairman to
take over to get the job done. He also discussed
the campus improvement walk through (to check
lighting on campus - safety).

V.P. for Administration:

V.P. for Finance:

V.P. for Publicity:

,,-~
J

Trisha introduced an idea she has been
working on called the Student Forum. The
Student Forum would be an informal
meeting with President Eaglin where any
student is welcome to attend. This will
be a specific time where students can
voice their concerns and/or any questions
they might have for Dr. Eaglin.
Trisha and Mark have a meeting with Dr.
Eaglin on November 28 to discuss this
idea with him.

Robin reported that there is a balance of
$21,867.86 in the Special Events Fund and a
balance of $2,114.18 in the Administrative Fund
as of November 16, 1994.
Holly informed us that she and her committee
are currently working on the invitations for
the student Holiday Party (there in printing) .

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational lnstlMlon.

V.P. for Programming:

Brian discussed,three possible choices and
their prices for the MSU spring concert.

Old Business:

NONE.

New Business:

SGA*ll-16-94 #36 (Kevin Hughes - $1,700.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-16-94 #37 (IFC/Panhellenic - $200.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-16-94 #38 (Rowan County Christmas $500.00)
Amended proposal to raise the donation from $500.00
to $2,000.00 - PASSED!
SGA*ll-16-94 #39 (Black Greek Council seat on
Congress) --PASSED
SGA*ll-16-94 #40 (Adam Sandler - $25,000 +
expenses) - FAILED
SGA*ll-16-94 #41 (Cheryl Crow - Spring Concerti
PASSED
SGA*ll-16-94 #42 (Motion to wait and vote on a
proposal till one week after it is brought to
discussion) - Tabled till next meeting.

DISCUSSION:

The Vice President for Finance read a letter to the
congress stating her resignation from her·office for
the spring semester due to the fact that she, Robin
Hayes, obtained a full time job in Lexington. This
would make her unable to give her full devotion to
SGA (and her hours in the office) .
WE, the
executive board and the congress wish her the best
of luck. Applications for her position are due into
the SGA office by November 29. The announcement of
the new V. P. for Finance will be announced on
December 7.
/
\
, "T,,)W
Heidi discussed the 1~ster Card Talent Show which will
be held on NO",•embeir 22 and there is a meeting at 10: 3 O
this Thursday to further discuss "Dead Week" (any one
is welcome to attend). Shawn discussed the his Adopt
a School program and the coat drive for kids ranging
from K-5th grade which will take place after
Thanksgiving - so please donate a coat. You may drop
off your coat in Dave Cox's office. On December 1
there will be a moral candle light at 7:00, be there.
Robin suggested that ·instead of passing out the
student discount cards, posters will be made up and
distributed across town to inform students of what is
discounted for them. The Registration Advisory
Committee passed a proposal not to have class on the
Friday before midterms for the Fall of 95/96.
MC
Giles discussed the RHA food bank that they are
sponsoring - if any one would like to donate some
extra food then they can give it to him.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Three of MSU's table top football players went to
Chicago to compete and ended up winning eleven
games out of eleven! Students who are interested
in the computer informational committee need to
stay after the meeting to talk with Mike Esposito.
RHA's thanksgiving dinner will be this Friday at
6:00 in Fields Hall. The MSU's football team will
be playing EKU this weekend at EKU - please go and
support our team!

Meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m.

SGA 11-16-94*36
WHEREAS: Comedy is a preferred style of entertainment at MSV;
and
WHEREAS: Kevin Hughes presents an interesting performance
that leaves audiences standing and cheering about
sexual awareness; and
WHEREAS: Awareness Week is scheduled for February 6-10; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $1,700.00 for Mr. Hughes'
performanc~ and a room on February 9.

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

SGA

*

11-16-94 #37

WHEREAS:

SGA is always looking for ways to assist in the
future recruitment of possible students, and

WHEREAS:

The IFC and Panhellenic are also working to recruit
more students to attend MSU, and

BE IT PROPOSED:

That SGA allot $200.00 to assist the IFC and
Panhellenic in publishing a brochure which
will promote future student's interest in
attending MSU.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Special Funding Committee

•

SGA*ll-16-94#

~s

Whereas, the SGA is a part of the total community, and
Whereas, the merchants of the community assist students with
discounts, and
Whereas, the Rowan County Christmas Fund is presently in its
fund drive to provide needy families with food for
Christmas, and with gifts for needy children, and
Whereas, student organizations on campus have supported this
event in the past,_
Therefore, be it proposed that the Morehead State Universtiy ~
student Government Association allot $ 5Cc ~ !3,odO
to the Rowan County Christmas Fund.
Respectively Submitted

The Executive Committee

SGA*ll-16-94(!,q

Whereas, The SGA recognizes representatives from various campus
constituencies, and,
Whereas, The governing bodies of sororities and fraternities have
each been awarded congressional seats, and,
Whereas, The Student Life Committee recently approved the
Constitution of the Black Greek Council, and
Whereas, The Black Greek Council will be the governing body of
all black sororities and fraternities, and,
Whereas, The intent of the SGA could be viewed to have given this
governing body a seat on congress when the membership
amendment was passed, had they been approved, therefore,
Be it proposed, that SGA grant a position on congress to the
Black Greek Council for the remainder of this
academic year, and, that the elected president
of that body serve as the representative, and,
Be it Further proposed, that an amendment be placed on the ballot
in Spring 1995 to present this proposal
to vote of the total student body.
Respectively Submitted,

The Executive Committee
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SGA 11-30-94*43
)

WHEREAS: The SGA attempts to provide a wid~ variety of entertainment for the MSU student body; and
WHEREAS: The SGA needs to approve the amount of money we spend
on next semester's entertainment in a timely fashion;
therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $12,500.00 for the following
schedule of performances(incl. room & travel):
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

13---17-1817---24---03---08---21---04---11---17----

$1,020.00
J.R. Brow
820.00
Yesteryear Photo
Selected Hilarity 1,750.00
Christopher Titus 1,320.00
1,020.00
Virtual Reality
1,770.00
Wendi Fox
1,520.00
Wali Collins
810.00
Teresa
1,220.00
Mike Rayburn
820.00
Micro Racers
$12,500.00

Respectfully submitted,
The Programming Committee

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
November 16, 1994
Balance, November 9, 1994
11-20-94

$2,138.91

David cox - V13041
(Weight Room Supplies)

24.73

Balance, November 16, 1994

$2,114.18

SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
NOVEMBER 16, 1994
Balance, November 9, 1994

$22,652.24

11-10-94

Andersons (V12838)
(Homecoming Queen crowns)

$125.30

11-10-94

Susette Redwine (V13011)
(Reimburse-NACA Travel)

439.08

11-10-94

WXCA (V13019)
(Ad for Foxworthy)

150.00

11-10-94

Eagle Cab (V13020)
(Foxworthy Transportation)

TOTAL EXPENSES
Balance, November 16, 1994

70.00
784.38
$21,867.86

SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
November 30, 1994
_$21,867.86

Balance, November 16, 1994
Expenses:
11-17-94

MSU Speech Team (V13607)
(Competition Expenses #30)

$1,250.00

11-17-94

HSU Trumpet Guild (V13608)
(Proposal #29)

500.00

11-17-94

MSU Soccer Club (V13609)
(Proposal #31)

3,000.00

11-17-94

Black student coal. (V13622)
(Proposal #34)

1,s00.00

11-21-94

IFC-Panhellenic (V14083)
(Brochure)

11-21-94

Rowan co. Christmas (V14084)
(Donation)

200.00
2,000.00 ·

TOTAL EXPENSES

8,450.00

Balance, November 30, 1994

$13,417.86

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
November 30, 1994
Balance, November 16, 1994 (Corrected)
11-21-94

Mark Anderson (V13874)
(Travel to owensboro)

·Balance, November 30, 1994

$2,114.20
31.00
$2,083.20

#.
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S.G.A.*11-17-93

WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association agreed to a increase
of student Activity Fees for the purpose of allocating
money to meet the needs of campus organizations, and;

WHEREAS:

The S.G.A. has established an AD HOC Committee for the
purpose of allocating these funds;

BE IT PROPOSED THAT:

The money from the Student Activity Fee
increase be allocated as follows:

ORGANIZATION

PROPOSAL

ACU-I Tournament
A.E. Rho
Band (Uniforms)
Black Gospel
Bowling Team
Cheerleaders
Cosmopolitan Club
Dance Team (Uniforms)
Men's Volleyball
Miss MSU Pageant
Non-Traditionals
Rec. Facilities
Speech Team
Theatre

$
$
$
$
$
$
$$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL

ALSO BE IT PROPOSED:,

I

4,000.00
500.00
2,000.00
250.00
2,000.00 . /
1., 500. 00 ,¥
'i'56.68

i,o5<).ou

1., 2.00. 00
1,000.00
3,500.00
1,000.00 ✓
3,200.00
1,500.00
5.000.00
$27,400.00 ~
~'T,'1<>o,oc

s

That the remainief gf~he funds,
approximately$~ %e~ee, be placed into
the Special Events fund for dispersement
by the Student congress as needed.

Respectfully Submitted
The AD HOC Committee

_I

S.G.A.*11-17-93 ,://11/,§J

WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association agreed to a increase
of Student Activity Fees for the purpose of allocating
money to meet the needs, 'of campus organizations, and;

WHEREAS:

The S.G.A. has established an AD HOC Committee for the
purpose of allocating these funds;

BE IT PROPOSED THAT:

The money from the Student Activity Fee
increase be allocated as follows:

J1Jsk6
ORGAlU:ZATION

PROPOSAL

ACU-I Tournament
A.E. Rho
Band (Uniforms)
Black Gospel
Bowling Team
Cheerleaders
Cosmopolitan Club
Dance Team (Uniforms)
Men's Volleyball
Miss MSU Pageant
Non-Traditionals
Rec. Facilities
Speech Team
Theatre

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL

''t ~CC.t-0

4,000.00
500.00
2,000.00
250.00
'2,000.00
1,500.00

7'!5tl~oo

1,2,00.00
1,000.00
3,500.00
1,000.00
3,200.00
1,500.00
$ 5,000.00
$27,~.oo

2-1, '};-Z,

U'O

15:
:Uc

~c

?.E"

£

-!2..C>c,6

, /§°Cl

5tlo
I ~Db

ID~

I Dot:
/ODO

f;'t,DD

i(~coo
'

ALSO BE IT PROPOSED:

1/31

I' 7:,

'

/

f

' o':ic,

3 :2.,
ittl

/ 'J_ 7,

'

That the remainder 'of the funds,
approximately $2,loo.oo, be placed into
the Special Events fund for dispersement
by the student Congress as needed.

Respectfully Submitted
The AD HOC Committee

I

- SGA*11-17-93*16
WHEREAS: The Student Government is having singer Rick Kelly on
November 30, and
WHEREAS:

This event has been changed to a holjday party for all
students to attend free of charge, and

WHEREAS:

Food and refreshments are now needed and more P.R. is to be
used for this event.

BE IT PROPOSED:

That SGA allot $500.00 to make this event successful.
Decorations ...... $150.00
P.R .........................$100.00
Refreshments ... $250.00
$500.00

Respectfully Submitted,

The Executive Committee

APPLICANTS
SGA TREASURER
NOVEMBER 29, 1994

NAME

Don Burke

HRS/MSU

85

CLASS

GPA

HOMETOWN

YRS/CONGRESS

Senior 2.558

Weeksbury, Ky

2

Junior 3.238

Marion, Ohio

3

Tampa, FL

1

(Paralegal & History)

Darren Caudill

63

(Chemistry & Biology)

Corey Curry

2.661

57

Soph

98

Senior 3.938

Lexington,Ky

4

Soph

Louisa, Ky

1

Senior 2.940

Lakeside Pk.,Ky

1?

Senior 2.500

Virgie, Ky

3?

Frosh

Forest Hills,Ky

1

(Marketing)

Mike Esposito

(History & Journalism)

Brent Hutchinson

58

3.491

(History & Linguistics)

Shawn McHolland

100

(Real Estate & Management)

Debra Parsons

51

(Social Work)

Matt Varney
(Undeclared)

-----

Morehead State University

Student
Government
Association
• UPO Box 1331 •

Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689

•

606-783-2298

. S.G.A.

MINUTES OF MEETING 11-30-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Absences:

Excused:
Unexcused:

Eva Hutchinson and Rebecca Stone.
Beau Arney, Angie Blackburn, Jeff Eaglin,
Heather Johnson and Inas Ibrahim.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

•
Executive

Mark reported to the congress that he met with
President 'Eaglinlast Monday to talk about having the
Board of Regents eat lunch with two students from each
of their home towns. He also met with President ~aglin
on Tuesday to discuss the construction of the Wellness
Center - total cost to build will be $409,000. Mark
also attended a meeting to further discuss the changing
of the diplomas - ideas were brought up to change it
and there will be a meeting in March to get the new
diplomas ready for the May Graduation.
Mark will
announce and ask for ratification of the new Vice
President for Finance at the next SGA meeting. He also
needs to males/females to serve on the NCAA Athletic
Evaluation Committee.
On December l volunteers are
needed in Button Auditorium for the children's theatertimes are from 9:15-11:15 and 11:15-1:15.
V.P.:

Roger asked for the committee reports and
discussed the topic on the "Book-Buy-Back".

V.P. for Administration: Trisha informed congress that. she had met

with President Eaglin last Monday to
discuss the Student Forum with him. She
was pleased to report that President
Eaglin is all for it and the tentative
dates for the Student Forum are February
15 and April 19 from 7:00 to 9:00 in the
Crager Room.

•

V.P.

for Finance:

Robin reported that there is a balance of
$13,417.86 in the Special Events Fund and a
balance of $2,083.20 in the Administrative
Fund as of November 30, 1994.

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution.

V.P. for Publicity:

V.P.

•

Holly announced that the Student Holiday Party
will be held on December 10 from 8:00 to 12:00
and that anybody interested in helping set up
should meet her in ADUC at 4:00.

for Programming:

Brian updated the congress with spring
. concert information - Cheryl Crow excepted
the amount of proposed money for the
concert but an official date has not been
set.

Old Business:

The motion which is labeled as proposalOabout
waiting and voting on a proposal till o n e ~ after
it was brought to discussion was tabled again till
the next SGA meeting.

New Business:

SGA*ll-30-94 #43 (Entertainment~ $12,500.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-30-94 #44 (AAC American Flag - $320.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-30-94 #45 (Student Forum refreshments $200.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-30-94 #46 (Storybook Christmas - amended from
$1,000.00 to $500.00)
PASSED
SGA*ll-30-94 #47 (Alumni Ambassadors - $750)
PASSED

DISCUSSION:

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

The question of interviews for the new Vice
President of Finance was brought up and discussed.
Mark said that the executive board will be meeting
soon to discuss this.
The $50.00 fee for
registration that must be paid before the
following semester to ensure the college that you
plan to attend was discussed. Heidi meet with Dr.
Philley to discuss Dead Weak.
The Athletic Support Conunittee with meet directly
after the meeting. There will be a candle light
for AIDS here on campus this Thursday at 7: 00,
please attend. The new executive board for the IFC
was recognized and congratulated.

Meeting was adjourned at 5:58 p.m .

•

SGA 11-30-94*44
WHEREAS: The AAC is a place that many of MSU's visitors attend;and
WHEREAS: The American flag is a proud decoration of this facility
that is in a state of disarray; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $320.0Q for a new flag to
hang in the AAC.

Respectfully_submitted,
The Executive Committee

'

SGA*ll-30-94 #45
j

WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association is hosting a student
forum with President Eaglin, and

WHEREAS;

A good way to promote the student forum, is to provide
refreshments, therefore

BE IT PROPOSED:

That the SGA allot up to $200.00 for beverages
and snacks for the student forum on the tentative
date of February 15, 1995.

Respectfully Submitted,

The Executive Committee

)

- j

SGA*ll-30-94#46
Be it Proposed that SGA allot $1,000 to the Storybook Christmas
in Rowan County program.
Respectively Submitted

Mark Anderson
1.
2.
3.

Table indefinitely-----failed
Table until 12-7-94 ---failed
Amend to $500----------passed

SGA

*

11-30-94 # 47

Whereas, the SGA has a goal of supporting campus organizational
activities, and
Whereas, the Student Alumni Ambassadors support student
activities, and works to improve relations between
students and alumni,
Therefore, be it proposed that the SGA alot $750 to the Student
Alumni Ambassadors for the purpose of attending their
district conference held in South Carolina.
Respectively Submitted
Robert Lewis

f

SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
November 30, 1994
$21,867.86

Balance, November 16, 1994
Expenses:
11-17-94

MSU Speech Team (V13607)
(Competition Expenses #30)

$1,250.00

11-17-94

MSU Trumpet Guild (V13608)
(Proposal #29)

500.00

11-17-94

MSU Soccer ClUD (V13609)
(Proposal #31)

3,000.00

11-17-94

Black student coal. (V13622)
(Proposal #34)

1,soo.00

11-21-94

IFC-Panhellenic (V14083)
(Brochure)

11-21-94

Rowan co. Christmas (V14084)
(Donation)

200.00
2,000.00

8,450.00

TOTAL EXPENSES
Balance, November 30, 1994

$13,417.86

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
November 30, 1994
Balance, November 16, 1994 (Corrected)
11-21-94

Mark Anderson (V13874)
(Travel to Owensboro)

Balance, November 30, 1994

$2,114.20
31.00
$2,083.20

•

WHEREAS: The Student Government Association provides
assistance to student groups which promote activities for all
students, and
WHEREAS: The Baptist Student Union is an organization on
campus which also promotes student activities; therefore
BE IT PROPOSED:
That SGA allot $600 to the BSU for a Back to
Scl,ool Bash to be held in F~bruary which will be open to all
students at no cost.

b1A.\\o N
f-eXo I

-r~'?'I> I¼\

Respectively Submitted,
Special Funding Committee

SGA*12-01-93#18

•

NACA National Convention
Boston, MA
February 23-27, 1994
2 Delegates plus Susette:

$2705.68
Delegates(2l

Susette

Airfare

345.50

345.50

Registration

195.00

195.00

Room - 4 nights

272.06

272.06

Meals

109.00

-o-

25.00

-o-

Miscellaneous

Approve 12/1/93:

~

946.56(1893.12)

812.56

Approve 1/26/94:
3155.68
Late registration fee - add $50 on to each
Airfare special - add $100 to each
Last Year:
Approved $1622.08
Travel to Nashville - 123.20
Registration - same
Rooms (4 nights) - 256.00
Meals - 73.00
Nashville a low cost city - Boston a high cost city
$6 a day difference between low and high cost cities
Difference: $1083.60
Travel main difference

SGA*12-01-93#19
1994
Spring_Entertainment

January 25
January 27

1f

& 26

11'

Fun Flicks

3620.00

Comedian Renee Hicks

Approved

Comedian/Juggler Ron Pearson

1220.00

Casino Night

1040.00

Virtual Reality

3120.00

Comedian crazy Legs

Approved

/?

February 1

. l •L

w

February 9
February 22
March 1

& 23

f

t

TOTAL:

SPLIT WITH SAC:

7960.00

TOTAL VOTING ON $~980.00

FYI:

Date to be filled:

Tuesday, February 15

Other activities-to be held:
Student Gala - Friday, February 18
Little Sibs Weekend - February 11-13
Discussion still taking place on an activity(ies)
during
Registration - January 20-22 and for a spring concert

P

Morehead State University

· Student
Government
Association
• UPO Box 1331 •

Morehead, Kentucky 40351-1689

•

606-783-2298

S.G.A.
MINUTES OF MEETING 12-7-94

Meeting called to order by Mark Anderson at 5:00 p.m.
Absences:

~xcused:
Unexcused:

Jeff Eaglin, Jennifer Howard, Eva Hutchinson,
Rebecca Stone, Roger Varney and Randy Watkins.
Corey Curry, Jennifer Drake, B.esty Herald,
Sarah Ratliff and Steve Stewart.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORTS
President:

-,

Mark with the help of Larry discussed the new I.D.cards
which are called, FSU card. Mark and Trisha will
be attending a meeting about this new i.d. card next
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. The card should go into affect
in the fall semester of '95.
Mark passed around
sympathy cards to be signed by the congress for the two
deaths that recently occurred, Roberta Brown and Barry
Anglin.
Also, he reported that he will announce the
new Vice President for Finance in New Business.

Executive V.P.:

None.

V. P. for Administration: · None.
V. P.

for Finance:

V.P. for Publicity:

Robin reported that there is a balance of
$12,154.09 in the Special Events Fund and a
balance of $2,027.45 in the Administrative
Fund as of December 7, 1994.
Holly announced that the Student Holiday Party
was canceled due to the fact that not one
student purchased a ticket.

V.P. for Programming:

Brian reported that the American flag that
SGA bought for the AAC came in and that SGA
was recognized for donating the monery
towards the flag.
The Cheryl Crow concert
is canceled due to the fact that she will be
at the grammies that same week.
In
discussion Brian will bring up some other
possible concerts for the spring.

MSU Is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational Institution.

Old Business:

The tabled motion which was labeled as proposal #42
was brought back up and discussed.
After much
discussion on whether or not to make voting on a
proposal wait till the next SGA meeting, · ···the
proposal was voted on and it failed.

New Business:

SGA*l2-7-94 #48 (MSU Cheerleading Squad - $1,500)
PASSED
Mark announced and asked congress for ratification
of the new Vice President for Finance, Shawn
McHolland.
The congress passed it.
Mark also
announced that Stacy Ford will be unable to attend
the SGA meeting next semester due to a class she
must take which is scheduled at the same time - .:F±tt
will take her seat on congress.
A.motion to make a bid for LIVE to be the spring
concert for MSU was passed (which is proposal# 49).

DISCUSSION:

Brian announced several options for the spring
concert. A motion to move back into new business to
put in a bid for a spring concert was passed. Heidi
reported that the Faculty is in favor for the idea of
"Dead Week",but it will not go into affect until fall
of 1995. A question was brought up about if the ATM
machine on campus was operating - it is not but it
should be some time soon.
Dewayn Manear apologized
and said he didn't mean to hurt anybodies feelings
about following procedures.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

RHA is having a Holiday Party this Friday in Button
Auditorium from 8:00 till 12:00 - it's FREE. You
can still donate to the RHA coats for kids drive
even after christmas break - so bring those warm
coats back for the kids.
Heidi has posters to be
hung up around campus to inform students that the
Student Holiday Party is canceled.
The MSU' s
basketball team plays Tennessee tonight - support
our EAGLES!
.

Meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p.m.

SGA*12-7-94#

Whereas;

The Morehead State University Cheerleading squad has
represented the university very well in the past, and

Whereas;

The MSU Cheerleading squad is the defending national
champions in our division, and
c

Whereas;

The MSU Cheerleading squad has won the National
Championship five times in 1988, 1991, 1992, 1993,
and 1994, and,

Whereas;

The MSU Cheerleading squad will be invited to
participate in the 1995 national championship
competition and defend their title,

Therefore, Be it Proposed; That SGA allot $1,500 toward the
transportation expenses of the MSU Cheerleading squad
in defending its National Championship.

Respectively Submitted

The Executive Committee

()Ju«- ~ V2 .r- tJ 01J
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SGA SPECIAL EVENTS
.DECEMBER 7, 199·4

$13,417.86

Balance, November 30, 1994
Expenses:
13.77

12/01

Larry Stephenson V14666
(Reimburse for batteries)

12/05

student Alumni Ambassadors V14B39
(Allotment for conference)

750.00

12/05

story Book Christmas V14840
(Allotment for Books)

500.00
1,263.77'

Total Expenses
Balance, December 7, 1994

$12,154.09

SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND
DECEMBER 7, 1994

\

Balance, November 30, 1994

$2,083.20

Expenses:
12/05

Bete Publishing
V14869
(Parlimentary Procedure Books)

Balance, December 7, 1994

55.75
2,027.45

Hello, from the 1994-95 student Government Association at
Morehead state University.· The Fall semester has begun and
we are preparing for a great year. Congress representatives
will be elected soon and our first meeting will be on·
September 14.
I am writing to inform you of an event that we would like
for you to attend. On October 1, 1994, MSU will celebrate the
1994-95 Homecoming. Many activities are scheduled for-the
weekend. On Saturday morning,, October 1, 1994, the Student
Governmnet Association has scheduled a reception for former
members of the student Government Association congress.
This reception will be held in the Eagle Dining Room of the
Adron Doran University Center at 10:00 a.m. The Homecoming
brunch is scheduled for 11:00 a.m., the football game against
Southeast Missouri at 1:30 p.m., and the Alumni Association
Fish Fry following the game.
Please accept this as your personal invitation to attend
Homecoming '94, and we encourage you to make plans to join
us for the SGA reception.
Sincerely,

Mark Anderson
President

WHY YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE GOOD FOR THIS JOB •.

I think that I would be good for this job due to the fact
that I was a SGA executive office last year. Moreover, I know
what the job of the V.P. of Finance consists of .
I have always
been active in SGA and feel my experience in SGA as a congress
member, and an executive officer I am best qualified for this
position.
A UNIQUE QUALITY THAT YOU HAVE THAT WOULD MAKE YOU STAND OUT ..•

A quality that sets me apart from other applicants is my
experience as an SGA executive officer. Due to the fact, that I
have past experience I am able to bring unique qualities and
ideas that others may not possess.
Furthermore, I am an openmended person with qualities that could contribute to SGA.
WHAT YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE TO STUDENT GOVERNMENT ...

I am able to contribute almost three years of experience on
SGA, serving as an executive officer, a freshman representative,
and presently the junior representative. Also, I have held
offices within my fraternity on campus and other honorable
organizations.
I work well with others and could handle the
responsibilities of this office.

APPILCATION FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF FINANCE

-NAME:

SHAWN MCHOLLAND

YEAR IN SCHOOL:

SENIOR

GRADE POINT AVERAGE:

2.94
\

WHY YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE GOOD FOR THIS JOB ..
NEXT PAGE

A UNIQUE QUALITY THAT YOU HAVE THAT WOULD MAKE
YOU STAND OUT..
NEXT PAGE

WHAT YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE TO STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ...

NEXT PAGE

·"THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 29.
--GIVE THEM TO MARK OR ROBIN
--THE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE MADE AT THE MEETING ON DECEMBER

7, 1994
--THE JOB WILL BEGIN ON JANUARY 17TH.
..... ......,

•

VICE-PRESIDENT OF FINANCE
WHY YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE GOOD FOR THIS JOB
I
feel
a
person who
can properly fulfill
his
or her
responsibilities as Vice-President of Finance for
student
Government should have a broad range of experience in the finance
area. As an applicant for the position, I do have the educational
background necessary, I have taken courses in accounting and
finance while here at Morehead st. University.
Also I have
experience with finances through my fraternity. I held the office
of treasurer for a period of one year, during that period of time
I had experience with making a budget and dealing with a large sum
of money when it came to the handling of expenses and accounts
receivable. Also I am a member of Phi Beta Lambda and during my
membership with that organization I held the office of Treasurer.
I feel I would be a good choice for the position due to my
experience with finances from outside organizations and classroom
activities.

A UNIQUE QUALITY THAT YOU HAVE THAT WOULD MAKE YOU
STAND OUT ...
I feel my greatest quality is when it comes to dealing with people
on a personal and business level. In the past I have had a lot of
experience when dealing with people in numerous situations, when it
comes to money, I can easily relate to their problems and work with
them to find the best solution for the organization and that
person. Also when it comes to being a team player, I feel I am an
outstanding person when it comes to fulfilling my responsibilities
and helping the group as a whole.
I feel the quality that will
best suit this SGA board is a person who wants to be a team player
and I am excellent when it comes too that.

WHAT YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE TO STUDENT GOVERNMENT...
I feel I can contribute in many different ways; one way is that I
can give a very experienced voice to the Student Government board
in the sense that I been involved in so many different activities
on this campus throughout my years here at MSU. Also I feel I am
the kind of person that the board can put their trust in and at the
same time ask me for help and they can be assured that the
responsibility given to me will be accomplished. Finally, I am a
very enjoyable person to be around and I feel the rest of the board
will have no problems when it comes to working with me on any level
of importance.

APPILCATION FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF FINANCE

•NAME:

(6N.M;t D
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DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 29.

--GIVE THEM TO MARK OR ROBIN
--THE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE MADE AT THE MEETING ON DECEMBER

7, 1994
--THE JOB WILL BEGIN ON JANUARY 17TH.

APPILCATION FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF FINANCE

· NAME: M1c ~L fZ Esp~/k:>.
YEAR IN SCHOOL: 5-e.11,: o,...
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-;.THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 29.
--GIVE THEM TO MARK OR ROBIN
--THE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE MADE AT THE MEETING ON DECEMBER

7 , 1994
--THE JOB WILL BEGIN ON JANUARY 17TH.

APPILCATION FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF FINANCE
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-'-THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 29.
--GIVE THEM TO MARK OR ROBIN
--THE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE MADE AT THE MEETING ON DECEMBER

7, 1994
--THE JOB WILL BEGIN ON JANUARY 17TH.

Application for Vice-President of Finance

Naine: Don Burke

Year in School: Senior

GPA: 2.75

Why you think you would be good for this job?
The first and most important I think I can do this job as good or better
than most people. The second thing is that I'm and honest and trustworthy
person. The third and final thing is that care about Student Government and
would like to help out in any way possible.
A unigue quality that you have that would make you stand out?
I would have to say that it would be my common sense or my
communication skills.
What you can contribute to Student Government?
I can bring experience in many areas of Morehead State University life
and my dependablity as a member of Student Government.
I would just like to add that I do not want any money for this job. I would
just like to serve Student Governmnet to the best of my abilities.

--., •

APPILCATION FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF FINANCE

· NAME:

Darren Caudi l l

YEAR IN SCHOOL:

Junio r

GRADE POINT AVERAGE: 3. 2s
WHY YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE GOOD FOR THIS JOB ..
See attached sheet.

A UNIQUE QUALITY THAT YOU HAVE THAT WOULD MAKE
YOU STAND OUT..

WHAT YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE TO STUDENT
GOVERNMENT...

-·- THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 29.
-GIVE THEM TO MARK OR ROBIN
--THE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE MADE AT THE MEETING ON DECEMBER

7, 1994
-THE JOB WILL BEGIN ON JANUARY 17TH.

STUDENT COURT
SWEARING IN CEREMONY
You have been confirmed by the student Government Association
Congress as members of the student Court of Morehead state
university.
Do you accept the student Court position to which you are
appointed? If so, you will answer, "I DO"
(Members state "I DO"

Do you accept the responsibilities of your office?
will answer, "I DO"

If so, you

(Members state "I DO"
Do you promise to intrepret and uphold the constitution of the
Morehead State University student Government Association?
(Members state "I DO"
I now declare you as members of the 1994-95 Student court of
Morehead state University!
Congratulations!
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How do I get involved?
SGA supports and encourages student
involvement by operating on a committee
system. This enables students, other than
congress m embers, to participate at meetings
or on committees. If you are interested in
serving on a committee, simply fill out the
information card on the back of this brochure
and either return it to the SGA office or mail
it to us.

Committees
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When does SGA meet?

; SGA meets every Wednesday at p.m. on the
; third floor of the Adron Doran University
; Center (ADUC) in the Riggle Room.
;. students are welcome to attec~n.!Y...AIM.l.l'-'-14~
5

~;>"~
....

All
of the meetings and can be
during those sessions.

If you would like to voice a concern and
aren't free to attend the meetings, feel free to
stop by the SGA office, located on the second
~ floor of ADUC or call us at 783-2298.
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"Your voice on campus"
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A th le tic Support
Campus I mprouement
.T.
Endowment Fund
; Enuironmental Awareness
; Food Seruices
; Multi-Cultural Awareness
V. Programming
V. Public Relations
; Public Safety
; Residence Life
v. Special Funding
V. Senior Of The Month
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Government
Association

(606) 783-2298
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What is SGA?

~

~

SGA is
the
Student
Government
A Association of Morehead State University.
~ This organization exists to serve MSU
students by providing an outlet to voice
~ concerns
to
the
administration.
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What makes up SGA?

~ ~ 1994-95 Executive Officers
~

~

A

~

~

~
~

"fii

~~

Executive Vice President
Roger uarney -- n senior from Forest

;

Hills, Kentucky majoring In Real Estate &Business Management.

SGA is comprised of three separate, but ~
interrelated bodies; the executive branch, the ~
~ legislative branch, and the judicial branch.
~

~
~
~
~
~
~

~
r.

~
~
~
~

t~
t

I

* The executive branch consists of six elected

officials that serve on an executive
committee (see opposite page for details).
Elections for each position are held every
spring.

* The legislative branch, Student Congress,
includes 49 representatives who are chosen
from each class and various organizations
throughout the university (see opposite page
for details). Elections for Student Congress
are held each fall.

*

The judicial branch serves as the Student
Court. Its members are appointed by the
President and approved by the Congress (see
opposite page for details).

Why get involved?

Marie
senior from
Georgetown, Ohio majoring In Finance.

A

~

t
t
~
t
t
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President
Anderson -- n

~

~
I

A

t
1:o1

,"i

~

t

~
~
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Lakeside Park , Kentucky majoring In
Clothing c, TeHtlles.

V.

Vice President of :finance
Robin Hayes -- n senior from Miami,

;
;
;
;
;

Florida majoring In Radio and Teleulslon
Broadcasting.

;

*~ ;;
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Vice President of ,4.dmlnlstratlon
Trisha
McHolland -- n Junior from

Vice President of Programming
Brian Hutchinson -- n Junior from
Louisa, Kentucky majoring In Business
Hdmlnlstratlon c, Real Estate.

~

;

Vice President of Publicity
Holly Slone -- n senior from Radcliff,

S-

V.

Kentucky majoring In Radio and Teleulslon
Broadcasting &- Marketing.

;
;
v ;
;
~
~

;
;
;V.

SGA gives students the opportunity to develop
leadership and interpersonal skills. V.
~ Through SGA, students get the chance to ;
~ represent their fellow students while ;
~ continually working on improving V.
~ university life.
;
t
V.
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V.
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V.

Judicial Branch
Student eourt

Chief Justice
Associate Justice
Attorney General
Assistant Attorney General
Chief Defense Counsel
Clerk of Court

~ ;

~

Le~/slative Branch
udent e ongress

A
~ A
A ~ Freshman Representatives

~

~ Sophomore Representatives

A A Junior Representatives
~

~
~
·..1c'

i

"fii

~
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~

V.
;

~
.T.

;
;
;
;
;
;;

~ Senior Representatives
A Graduate Representatives
~ Student Activites Council President
A Residence Hall Presidents
~ Panhellenic President
A IFC President
~ Commuter Representatives
,,.; Family Housing Representative
Non-Traditional Eagle Society Pres.
~ Cosmopolitan President
~ Black Coalition President
~ Each College - Two Reps.

~

~
~
~
~
~
~
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;V. ;V.~
V.
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Qualifications

s, V.
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3
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1
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15
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1
2
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All representatives must be full-time
students, in good social and academic
standing with the university, and must
maintain a 2.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale. A
representative must be a member of the class
he or she represents during the first semester
of his or her term of office or a member of the
student segment that he or she represents.

~
;
;
~
.T.

;
;
;
;

V. V.
V.
V.
V. V. All executive officers must be full-time ;

;
;

V.
V.
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Y.

students maintain a 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale ;
c and cannot be on academic or :i!
disciplin;frob tion.
;
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Committees
Athletic Support
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Campus Improvement
Endowment Fund
.

Environmental Awareness
Food Services
Legislative Action
Multi-Cultural Awareness
Programming
Public Relations
Residence Life
Special Funding
Senior of the Month
Student Advocates for Higher
Education (SAFE)

Student
Government
Association

(606) 783-2298

What is SGA?
SGA is the Student Government Association of
Morehead State University. SGA exists to
serve the students of MSU. Through the SGA
students can be heard and have their concerns
addressed.

What makes up SGA?
SGA consists of three branches: the executive,
the legislative, and the judicial.
Elections for the executive branch are held
each spring.
Elections for the legislative branch are held
each fall.
All full time students can vote in these elections.
The judicial branch serves as the Student
Court_ Its members are appointed by the
President and approved by the Congress.
The following page shows what comprises
each branch.

Can I 1:et involved?
Yes. SGA encourages students to be active
members of meetings and committees. You
don't have to be a member of congress to participate. SGA operates on a committee system.
If you would like to serve on a committee, just
fill out the information card on the back of this
brochure and return it to the SGA office or
mail it to us. We encourage you to participate.

Oualificati2ns

C2n2ress 122J-2~
President

.

Bryan Carlier - a graduate student from Batavia,
Ohio majoring in Business Administration. Also
serves as a member of the Board of RegenlS.

Ei~utive Yi1;e-President
Kristie Hicks - a senior radio-television major
from Bardstown, Kentucky.

Yi1;e-Presidem Q( AdmioistraJ.iQn
Darren Caudill - a sophomore chemistry major
from Marion, Ohio.

Yi1;e-President Qf Einanke
Mark Anderson - a sophomore from Georgetown, Ohio majoring in finance.

Yi1;e-President Q[ Publikitl'.
Tammy Hetzer - a junior radio-television major
from Ashland, Kenrucky.

Yi1;e-Presiden1 Qf Pro&rammini
Dennis Prater - a senior from Mt. Sterling,
Kentucky majoring in Marketing.

Legislative Branch
Freshman Representatives
Sophomore Representatives
Junior Representatives
Senior Representatives
Graduate Representatives
Student Activities Representative
Residence Hall Presidents
Panahellenic Representative
IFC Representative
Commuter Representatives
Married Students Representatives
Non-Traditional Representative
International Representative
African-American Representative
Each College - 2 Representatives

6
4
4

5
l
I

15
I
I

2
2
I
1
1
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All representatives must be full-rim<?
students, in good social and acadellllc
standing with the school, and must
maintain a 2.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale. A
representative must be a member of
the class he or she represents during
the first semester of his or her term of
office or a member of the student segment that he or she represents.

When does SG A meft?
SGA meets every Wednesday at 5 p.m.
in the Riggle Room, which is located
on the third floor of the Adron Doran
University Center (ADUC).
You are welcome to attend any or all
of the meetings. You can be an active
member in the meetings. We appreciate your ideas and suggestions.
If you would like to voice a conc_em
and aren't free to attend the meetmgs,
feel free to stop by the SGA office, located on the second floor of ADUC or
call us at 783-2298.

WhI should I 1:~t involvgd?
SGA will give you the opportunity to
develop leadership and interpersonal
skills. Through SGA, you will have
the chance to represent your fellow
students and make Morehead State
University a better place to get an education.

"PASSPORT TO SUCCESS"
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION PROGRAM
FALL 1994

ORIENTATION ACTIVITIES FOR NEW STUDENTS BEGIN AT
7:00 PM ON MONDAY, AUGUST 15, 1994
AND CONTINUE ON TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 16 AND 17, 1994
AT 8:00 A.H.
RESIDENCE HALLS WILL OPEN FOR NEW STUDENTS
AT 8:00 A.H. ON MONDAY, AUGUST 15TH.
YOU SHOULD PLAN TO CHECK IN BEFORE 7:00 P.H.
IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
ORIENTATION PROGRAM.
THIS PROGRAM WILL GIVE INFORMATION YOU NEED
FOR A SUCCESSFUL COLLEGE EXPERIENCE.
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AT THE REQUIRED
PROGRAM FOR ALL NEW STUDENTS

